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The problem of enumerating protein components
in plasma has challenged the best analytical technolo-
gies for more than 80 years. The first generation of pro-
teomics methodologies (particularly 2-dimensional elec-
trophoresis) had detected about 60 plasma proteins by the
early 1990s (1), and these proteins were more or less the
same as those previously tabulated in Frank Putnam’s ref-
erence books (The Plasma Proteins) and purified by the
Behring Institute and others. Almost all are present at
concentrations �1 �mol/L (roughly 50 mg/L). The de-
velopment of sensitive specific immunoassays during this
period, however, clearly demonstrated the presence of at
least a few proteins at concentrations 1000- to 100 000-
fold lower, raising the important question of how many
proteins lay below the tip of the iceberg then visible to
systematic proteome mapping.

When systematic protein methods began to im-
prove about a decade ago, with mass spectrometry and
genomic data combining to enable efficient identifica-
tion of proteins on the basis of sequence, another ex-
pansion of the plasma proteome began. Numerous
methodologies were being developed, and I thought it
would be interesting to assemble a more comprehen-
sive proteome by combining data produced with the
new liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrome-
try shotgun methods (provided by T.P. Conrads and
T.D. Veenstra at the National Cancer Institute, and by
J.N. Adkins and J.G. Pounds at Pacific Northwest Na-
tional Laboratory), obtained by 2-dimensional electro-
phoresis with added fractionation (from R. Pieper and
T. Gatlin, my colleagues from Large Scale Biology Cor-
poration), and gleaned from the published literature
(which M. Polanski and I searched). This exercise
turned out to be a great deal more work than antici-
pated, primarily because the names assigned to pro-

teins reported by different methodologies (typically
database accession numbers in the mass spectrometry
world and sometimes ambiguous biochemical names
in the literature) did not mesh. Haptoglobin, for exam-
ple, was reported under 9 different names among the 4
different data sources we combined. These ambiguities
were conquered only by computational brute force: R.
Fagan and A. Lobley, who were at a private genomics
company in the UK, searched by means of the Basic
Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)3 the sequences
of all the reported accessions against one another, and
we lumped together anything with �95% sequence iden-
tity over 15 or more amino acid residues (collapsing all the
immunoglobulins into a single cluster, for example). This
effort boiled 1735 entries down to 1175 distinct proteins,
or about 20-fold more than the previous era.

The real surprise came when we compared the
data sets. Only 46 proteins occurred in all 4 (the typical
“plasma proteins” from 2-dimensional gel days), whereas
980 proteins appeared in only 1 data set. This result was
not the one we had hoped for. What it revealed, correctly
as it turned out, was that different methods that had been
regarded as fairly comprehensive in fact detect different
sets of proteins in plasma. Subsequently, the Human Pro-
teome Organization, better known as HUPO, carried out
a larger study of plasma with more proteomics platforms
and arrived at a very similar result (2). This “sampling”
effect, now a well-understood limitation of shotgun pro-
teomics methods, limits the completeness of a plasma
proteome observed by one approach.

Recent work with substantially improved analytical
platforms capable of sampling down to approximately
100 pmol/L (approximately 5 �g/L) suggests that 1000–
2000 different proteins can now be reliably detected in a
single laboratory. This expansion is making a large differ-
ence with respect to biomarker discovery. Despite this
progress, 3 frustrating limitations remain. First, the effort
required to sample the plasma proteome to this depth
(dividing it into many fractions analyzed separately) cur-
rently precludes running more than a handful of clinical
samples. Although this approach helps biomarker discov-
ery, it cannot satisfy the needs of clinical validation, which
requires�1000 samples. Second, although many proteins
are detected, their concentrations are measured only ap-
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proximately and not on any absolute scale. The true dis-
tribution of proteins as a function of concentration
“depth” thus remains obscure. Third, despite intense ef-
forts at collecting proteome data in giant digital reposito-
ries, a widely available curated reference plasma pro-
teome has yet to emerge.

Fortunately, these limitations can be addressed
through the development of an inverse brute force ap-
proach to the proteome: creation of specific assays for
at least one form of each of the 20 000� protein-coding
human genes (3 ). Completion of such a platform will
finally provide a clear definition of what is in plasma
and permit clinically useful measurement of the disease
and population variation necessary to define a new
generation of clinical diagnostics.
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